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Mission

The Indian telecom infrastructure industry has demonstrated great strength and resilience in managing massive data loads during the Covid pandemic

in 2020. Despite the data consumption peaking at 12 GB per user per month, the telecom networks did not fail even for a day. 

The pandemic has accelerated the adoption of next-generation technologies such as automation and virtualisation, and has given a new impetus to

indoor connectivity, creating a robust demand for digital infrastructure. These trends will continue to shape the sector in a post-Covid world as well,

and IP-1s are geared up to seize this opportunity. 

In recent years, towercos have shifted their business focus from traditional offerings to new and emerging areas such as fibre, small cells, Wi-Fi, IoT,

smart poles and data centres, in a bid to become end-to-end digital infrastructure providers. This has helped towercos in strengthening their position

in the evolving digital value chain, with greater participation in programmes like Digital India and the Smart Cities Mission. 

Telecom towers today can host several digital components such as smart LED lights, Wi-Fi access points, cameras for surveillance, active geo-

location transponders for location-based services, sensors for air quality monitoring, electric vehicle charging points, advertisement billboards, etc.,

all on a single structure.

Smart solutions are also being leveraged for improving the site O&M. Automation, real-time monitoring of sites, use of data analytics are some of

the emerging trends that are helping in the efficient management of site operations, reduction of fuel pilferage and optimisation of energy

consumption. 

5G is no longer a hyped technology. It is being rolled out across the world, and is likely to come to India very soon. 5G will require massive network

densification - more number of towers at shorter distances, at least 80 per cent of site fiberisation, and tens of thousands of small cell deployment.

It will also require a strong network of edge data centres. Towercos can house and manage such edge data centres on their sites given their experience

in managing distributed infrastructure assets.

Going forward, towercos should focus on taking up the role of neutral hosts to provide end-to-end infrastructure to multiple telecom operators and

service providers in a non-discriminatory, transparent and cost-effective manner. This will support telcos and service providers in network expansion,

particularly 5G proliferation, and help accelerate the roll-out of in-building solutions like FTTx, Wi-Fi, DAS and small cells. 

It is important for the government to provide its support to industry stakeholders by enhancing the role of IP-1s, thus allowing active infrastructure

sharing, and streamlining right-of-way (RoW) processes, all of which will be critical for an aggressive infrastructure roll-out. 

In March 2020, TRAI had recommended enhancing the scope of IP-1s, allowing them to deploy active components such as fibre, antennae and Wi-

Fi to encourage and facilitate the creation of a common shareable active infrastructure. These recommendations still await a nod from the Department

of Telecommunications.

Further, the tardy implementation of the NDCP 2018 has been a cause for concern for industry stakeholders. The policy elucidates some game

changing practices such as the Fibre First initiative and Broadband for All. Thus, its expeditious and effective implementation is crucial for the

industry. Similarly, the poor state-level alignment with the RoW Rules, 2016, must be addressed urgently so as to guard IP-1s against exorbitant

charges and complex procedures. 

The mmission oof tthis vvirtual cconference iis tto hhighlight ccritical ttelecom iinfrastructure-rrelated iissues, aassess nnew aand uupcoming oopportunities, aand

discuss tthe iinitiatives rrequired tto aachieve IIndia’s aambitious bbroadband ttargets. IIt wwill aalso pprovide iindustry sstakeholders aa pplatform ffor ssharing

experiences, aand sshowcasing tthe llatest iinnovations aand ttechnologies. 
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SECTOR TTRENDS: FFROM TTOWERCOS TTO NNETCOS

This session will feature a presentation by a leading consultant

What are the key emerging trends in the telecom infrastructure industry in

India?

What is your outlook for technology/digital infrastructure acceleration in the

post-Covid era?

What should be the key priorities and focus areas for towercos in the coming

years? What are some of the key emerging business models for the industry? 

KEYNOTE SSESSION II: IINDUS TTOWERS’ PPERSPECTIVE 

This session will feature an address/presentation by a senior spokesperson from

Indus Towers

What are the key trends shaping the Indian telecom tower industry? 

What has been the progress on the integration of Indus Towers’ and Bharti

Infratel’s operations/businesses post merger? What are the synergies that

you are looking to tap?

What will be the key focus areas and growth strategies for the merged entity

in 2021?

KEYNOTE SSESSION III: AATC’S PPERSPECTIVE 

This session will feature an address/presentation by a senior spokesperson from

ATC India

How has the Indian telecom infrastructure space evolved over the years?  

What are the key challenges that continue to plague the Indian telecom

tower and infrastructure industry? How can these be addressed?

What are ATC India’s key focus areas for the next two years?

SPECIAL SSESSION WWITH DDoT OON GGOVERNMENT PPROGRAMMES AAND

POLICIES

This session will feature remarks by a senior representative from DoT

What is the government’s perspective on the progress in telecom

infrastructure roll-out in India?

What are the various programmes and initiatives being undertaken to

enhance connectivity and facilitate broadband proliferation? 

What has been the progress under BharatNet? 

TELCO PPERSPECTIVE: NNETWORK EEXPANSION AAND IINVESTMENTS

This session will feature remarks by senior representatives from telecom

operators

What is your current network size? What are your key telecom infrastructure

initiatives?

What are the key infrastructure-related requirements for 5G roll-out? What

are your views on industry readiness for 5G?

What are the key challenges in rolling out infrastructure? 

What are your network expansion and investment plans for the coming years? 

IN-BBUILDING CCONNECTIVITY - FFOCUS OON DDAS, SSMALL CCELLS, FFTTX AAND

WI-FFI 

This session will feature remarks/presentations by senior representatives from

TRAI, IBS providers, telcos

What is the potential of in-building solutions, especially as working from

home becomes the new normal? What is the current status of roll-out?

What are the issues and challenges in implementing these solutions?

What are your views on the policy and regulatory environment? What is the

market outlook?

ACTIVE IINFRASTRUCTURE SSHARING

This session will feature remarks/presentation by a leading regulatory expert

What are the resolved and unresolved challenges related to active

infrastructure sharing?

What is the cost economics of active infrastructure sharing? What has been

the industry experience?

Is the regulatory environment conducive for such sharing in India?

BUILDING 55G NNETWORKS

This session will feature remarks/presentations by senior representatives from

leading network and technology vendors

What is the industry readiness for 5G roll-out? What are the realistic

timelines and investment requirements?

What are the key use cases from India’s perspective?

What are the key technology and infrastructure trends that will shape the 5G

landscape in India?

EMERGING GGROWTH AAREAS: FFOCUS OON SSMART PPOLES AAND EEDGE DDATA

CENTRES

This session will feature remarks/presentations by a senior representative from

a leading towerco and/or an industry expert

What are some of the non-core opportunities, such as smart poles, EV

charging points and surveillance, being explored by the industry?

What is the economic case for co-locating data centres at tower sites?

What are the key issues and challenges in implementing these solutions?

What is the market outlook?

SMART CCITIES: RREQUIREMENTS OOF SSMART CCOMMUNICATION NNETWORKS

This session will feature remarks/presentations by senior representatives from

smart city administrations and towercos 

What are the communication infrastructure needs and requirements under the

Smart Cities Mission? What are the key opportunities for telecom players? 

What has been towercos’ experience under the mission? 

What are the key challenges in telecom infrastructure deployment for such

projects?
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ENERGY MMANAGEMENT AAND OOPTIMISATION

This session will feature a panel discussion among senior representatives from

towercos and energy solution providers  

What are the current energy consumption and management trends in the

telecom infrastructure space?

What are the current practices adopted by towercos to ensure energy

efficiency?

SITE OO&M: RROLE OOF TTECHNOLOGY

This session will feature remarks/presentations by technology consultants and

solution providers

What is the current state of adoption of technology solutions such as

automation, remote monitoring and analytics by telecom infrastructure

providers in India?

What are the key emerging trends in this space? What is the future outlook?

ROW: CCURRENT SSTATUS AAND TTHE WWAY FFORWARD 

This session will feature a presentation from a leading policy/regulatory expert  

What is the current status of implementation of RoW rules across states? 

What are the key issues and challenges?

How can the telecom industry work in collaboration with various

departments to resolve the issues?

EVOLVING PPUBLIC WWI-FFI LLANDSCAPE

This session will feature a presentation from a leading policy/regulatory expert  

How has the public Wi-Fi segment evolved in India? What are the key

growth drivers? 

How will the PM WANI initiative likely to increase internet penetration?

How can the telecom industry collaborate to enhance broadband

proliferation?

SITE FFIBERISATION 

This session will feature remarks by senior representatives from towercos and

industry experts

What is the current level of tower site fiberisation in the country? What will

be the key drivers? 

What are the key challenges? How can these be addressed?

STATE FFOCUS: UUPDATE OON TTELECOM IINFRASTRUCTURE IINITIATIVES 

This session will feature remarks/presentations by heads of state technology

departments

What are the key telecom infrastructure initiatives taken in your state? What

are your future plans in this regard? 

What are the key highlights of your telecom infrastructure policy?

What are the opportunities for telecom infra providers? 
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High-speed connectivity requirements have become more apparent during the Covid-19 pandemic, as the demand for faster internet access has

surged, especially in the residential sector. 

With millions of people working from home or from remote locations throughout 2020, fibre-based broadband gained fresh impetus owing to better

speed and reliability. There has also been a considerable increase in the deployment of in-building solutions such as Wi-Fi and small cells to improve

indoor connectivity, which, in turn, has created demand for fiberised backhaul.

As a result, the telecom sector is investing in fibre network expansion more than ever before. 

Large-scale fiberisation will continue to be one of the key sector trends in 2021 and beyond. The fact that India’s current fibre penetration stands at

less than 30 per cent for tower sites and a mere 7 per cent for households indicates the segment’s huge potential.

Emerging technologies like industrial IoT, connected mobility, smart homes and gadgets are all heavily reliant on hyper connectivity, and will require

strong fibre support for their proliferation. 

5G, which is anticipated to be rolled out between this year and the next, will require a massive upgrade of the country’s existing OFC networks to

deliver on its promise of high speed and low latency. The industry will see the installation of a large number of towers at shorter distances, deployment

of thousands of small cells, and setting up of an extensive network of edge data centres, all of which will require fibre-supported backhaul.

The government has already emerged as the key contributor to OFC demand In India. Programmes like Digital India and Smart Cities rely on fibre

connectivity to function seamlessly. The BharatNet project was conceived to take broadband to the country’s hinterland by laying an extensive OFC

network across 250,000 gram panchayats. With the project nearing completion by August 2021, the government has already announced its plans to

extend OFC connectivity to each of the 600,000 villages in India over the next three years. 

Estimates suggest that the extent of fibre roll-out over the next few years will require investments of around Rs 2.5 trillion by the industry. Given the

telcos’ investment constraints, the industry may see several non-telco stakeholders taking up a bigger role in fibre deployment. For instance, towercos

are well positioned to leverage the fibre opportunity, with their existing experience of managing distributed infrastructure assets. 

TRAI has given recommendations for expanding the scope of services allowed under the IP-1 registration. It is likely that IP-1 players will be allowed

to offer active components such as lit fibre to telcos. Utilities in the power, gas, water and railway sectors that are already deploying fibre networks

can operate as neutral wholesale providers for telcos.

Fibre network sharing will also result in significant capex savings for industry. The government is considering common ducts/utility corridors for

laying OFC along with other essential infrastructure such as gas and water utilities. Encouraging synergies with essential infrastructure on standards

such as GIS mapping and dig once will also go a long way in resolving the fibre deployment issues. 

The industry has also been requesting for uniform RoW across states as well as a framework for legal recourse and insurance against OFC disruption

and damage. 

On the supply side, innovation and research and development (R&D) will be crucial to match the burgeoning demand for OFC. The industry is already

exploring new designs and standards for network optimisation. The government’s Atmanirbhar initiative will further give the much needed fillip to OFC

manufacturers in the country.

The mmission oof tthis cconference iis tto hhighlight tthe nnew ggrowth ddrivers aand oopportunities ffor OOFC iin IIndia, ddiscuss ppotential bbusiness mmodels aand

applications, sstudy tthe iimpact oof kkey ggovernment aand pprivate ssector iinitiatives, aand sshowcase tthe llatest iinnovations aand mmost ppromising ttechnologies.

The cconference wwill aalso pprovide aa pplatform ffor ttelecom sservice pproviders, ttower ccompanies, ppolicymakers, OOFC mmanufacturers aand ttechnology

providers tto sshare ttheir eexperiences aand eexchange iideas.

OFC NETWORKS IN INDIA 
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STATE OOF TTHE IINDUSTRY PPOST CCOVID-119

This session will feature a presentation by a leading consultant

What is your outlook for OFC infrastructure acceleration in the post-Covid era?

What are the emerging business models? 

What are the key challenges and future outlook?

KEYNOTE SSESSION: PPROGRESS OON BBHARATNET 

This session will feature remarks by a senior representative from BBNL

What has been the implementation experience of Phase II? What has been

the progress so far?

What are the key challenges? How are they being addressed? 

What are the opportunities for the private sector?

SPECIAL SSESSION WWITH DDOT OON GGOVERNMENT PPROGRAMMES AAND

POLICIES

This session will feature remarks by a senior representative from DoT

What is the government’s perspective on the progress in telecom

infrastructure roll-out in India?

What are the various programmes and initiatives being undertaken to

enhance connectivity and facilitate broadband proliferation? 

What are the key challenges in infrastructure roll out? How can these be

addressed? 

TELCO PPERSPECTIVE: NNETWORK EEXPANSION AAND IINVESTMENTS

This session will feature remarks/presentations by senior representatives from

telcos

What is the current status of OFC deployments? What are the expansion plans? 

What are the key infrastructure-related requirements for 5G roll-out? What

are your views on the industry’s 5G readiness?

What are the expectations from OFC suppliers?

OFC FFOR 55G 

This session will feature remarks/presentations by senior representatives from

leading network and technology vendors

What is the industry readiness for 5G roll-out? What are the realistic

timelines and investment requirements?

What are the key use cases from India’s perspective?

What are the key technology and infrastructure trends that will shape the 5G

landscape in India?

FIBRE TTO TTHE XX 

This session will feature remarks/presentations by senior representatives from

telcos, technology providers and leading ISPs

What is the current status of last mile OFC deployments by the industry? 

What are the key drivers for FTTH uptake?

What are the key challenges and outlook?

TOWER SSITE FFIBERISATION

This session will feature remarks by senior representatives from towercos,

technology providers and industry experts

What is the current level of tower fiberisation in the country? What are the

key challenges?

What role will fiberisation play in preparing for a 5G ecosystem?

What are the key challenges? What is the future outlook?

DESIGN, DDEPLOYMENT AAND MMAINTENANCE

This session will feature remarks/presentations by senior representatives from

solutions providers/suppliers

What are the various network designs and deployment models being

practised in India?

How are the service providers ensuring network optimisation? 

What are the challenges in route survey, planning & maintenance of such

networks?

KEY CCONSUMER SSEGMENTS: DDEFENCE, RRAILWAYS AAND UUTILITIES

This session will feature remarks/presentations by senior representatives from

RailTel, Ministry of Defence, power and gas utilities   

What is the current size of the OFC network?

What are the expansion plans?

How is this network being monetised?

What are the key issues and challenges? 

FOCUS OON SSMART CCITIES 

This session will feature remarks/presentation by leading technology

consultants and senior representatives from Smart City administrations 

What are the communication and OFC needs and requirements under the

Smart Cities Mission?

What has been the progress and level of investment so far?

What are the key challenges in OFC deployment for such projects?
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SUPPLY-SSIDE DDYNAMICS: MMANUFACTURING EECOSYSTEM 
This session will feature a panel discussion among senior representatives from

leading OFC manufacturers and suppliers

What is your current manufacturing capacity? What are your expansion plans?  

What are the key industry concerns on the policy and regulatory front?

What will be the key drivers of OFC uptake in India? What is your outlook for

the market? 

STATE FFOCUS: KKEY IINITIATIVES AAND PPLANS
This session will feature remarks/presentations by heads of state technology

departments

What are some of the state-wide fibre projects being rolled out/planned?

What are the key growth drivers?

What applications are riding on such networks?  

PRODUCT AAND TTECHNOLOGY SSHOWCASE
This session will showcase presentations by technology and solution providers 

What are the latest technology initiatives in the OFC space globally?

What are the new product offerings for Indian companies?

What are the benefits of these technologies?

BACKHAULING FFOR WWI-FFI AAND SSMALL CCELLS
This session will feature remarks/presentations by senior representatives from

IBS providers and technology providers

What is the opportunity in the Wi-Fi and small cell space in India?

What are the backhaul technology requirements for Wi-Fi & small cells?

What are the key challenges?

RoW: CCURRENT SSTATUS AAND TTHE WWAY FFORWARD 
This session will feature presentation from a leading policy/regulatory expert  

What is the current status of implementation of RoW rules across states? 

What are the key issues and challenges?

How can the telecom industry work in collaboration with various

departments to resolve the issues?

Target Audience

The conferences are targeted at top and middle-level managers from: 

-TTelecom ooperators -OOther iinvestors -44G sservice/solution pproviders 
-TTelecom ttower mmanufacturers -PPolicymakers aand rregulators -PPower ssolution pproviders
-55G ttechnology pproviders -IInfrastructure eequipment mmanufacturers -IInfrastructure sservice pproviders 
-EEnergy eefficient ttechnology pproviders -TTechnology pproviders -LLegal aand mmanagement cconsultants 
-BBroadband sservice pproviders -EEnergy mmanagement cconsultants -EEngineering ddesign cconsultants 
-SSupporting iinfrastructure ccompanies -CCivil ccontractors -IIndustry aanalysts 
-FFinancial iinstitutions -RRenewable eenergy ccompanies -IInfrastructure ddevelopers 
-WWireless iinternet sservice pproviders -OOFC mmanufacturers -TTelecom eequipment mmanufacturers, eetc.

OFC NETWORKS IN INDIA 
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What differentiates our conferences?

The agenda is developed by our researchers, who track the sector round the year. It is thus relevant and topical. It is
not driven by a particular organisation and does not have a particular slant.

The speakers are professionals and experts involved in the sector, not a mix of ambassadors, ministers, celebrities and
business owners.

The conferences do not just comprise panels and speeches; they provide a good mix of expert ppresentations and case
histories, and of course panel ddiscussions.

We have representation from across tthe ccountry, as is the case at our physical conferences too.

Each stakeholder ggroup – policymakers, developers, financiers, consultants and relevant NNGOs – is represented at our
conferences.

The moderators merely ask the questions. The stars are the speakers themselves.

The sessions bbegin aand eend oon ttime.

There is adequate time for a Q&A ssession with each sspeaker. These are not “hit and run” speeches.

The delegates are professionals who are vested in the sector, and are not just assembled through social media.

The participants in each conference receive a concise rreport ooutlining the key ffacts, trends and issues in the sector.

A recap of the conference is also made available to reinforce the key takeaways.

Delegate benefits (Virtual Conference)

Direct interaction with senior speakers (Q&A facility)
Easy connectivity to geographically dispersed delegates (click of a mouse)
Concise report offered as a backgrounder
Cost effective (lower ticket price as compared to a physical conference)
Offers flexibility and convenience 
Access to conference recording
Recap of conference sessions
Contributes to sustainability and lower carbon footprint

Benefits of sponsorship (Virtual Conference)

E-meet influencers and decision-makers
Reach out to and engage with new or active prospects
Generate high quality sales leads
Increase brand recognition
Target a captive and engaged audience
Drive website traffic through social media promotions
Position your company as the thought-leader in your industry



I would like to register for the “TELECOM IINFRASTRUCTURE IIN IINDIA” conference (March 118-119, 22021)  

I would like to register for the “OFC NNETWORKS IIN IINDIA” conference (April 115-116, 22021)

I would like to register for both tthe cconferences 

REGISTRATION FORM

Please ssend wwire ttransfer ppayments tto:

Beneficiary India Infrastructure Publishing Private Limited 

Bank Name The Hongkong and Shanghai Banking Corporation Ltd

Bank Address R-47, Greater Kailash-1, New Delhi-110048, India

Bank Account No. 094179587002

Swift Code HSBCINBB

IFSC Code HSBC0110006

GSTIN 07AAACI5880R1ZV

Registration Fee

Any one conference

INR GST@18% Total IINR Total UUSD

1 LLogin 12,000 2,160 14,160 200

2 - 33  LLogins 20,000 3,600 23,600 350

4 - 55 LLogins 28,000 5,040 33,040 500

6 - 99 LLogins 36,000 6,480 42,480 650

10 - 220 LLogins 42,000 7,560 49,560 800

30 pper ccent ““Early BBird” ddiscount ffor ““Telecom IInfrastructure iin IIndia” eends oon FFebruary 225, 22021.

30 pper ccent ““Early BBird” ddiscount ffor ““OFC NNetworks iin IIndia” eends oon MMarch 225, 22021.

GST @@18 pper ccent iis aapplicable oon tthe rregistration ffee. 

Registration wwill bbe cconfirmed oon rreceipt oof tthe ppayment.

Payment PPolicy: 

Full payment must be received prior to the conference.

Payments for “early bird” registrations should come in before the last date of discount. Discount offers cannot be combined with any other offer.

Conference fees cannot be substituted for any other product or service being extended by India Infrastructure Publishing Pvt. Ltd.

Organisers
The conference is being organised by India IInfrastructure PPublishing, the leading provider of information on the infrastructure sectors through magazines, newsletters,

reports and conferences. The company publishes tele.net, IIndian IInfrastructure, and Renewable WWatch and Smart Utilities magazines. In addition, it publishes Telecom

News (a weekly newsletter), and the Telecom DDirectory aand YYearbook. The group also operates www.tele.net.in, India’s most comprehensive telecom website.

Sponsorship opportunities 
are available

For ssponsorship oopportunities: NNishpreet BBhasin, CConference CCell For ddelegate rregistrations: AArushi SSethi, CConference CCell
Tel: ++91-99953452964 Tel: ++91-99891365019 

Email: nnishpreet.bhasin@indiainfrastructure.com Email: aarushi.sethi@indiainfrastructure.com

India IInfrastructure PPublishing PPvt. LLtd., BB-117, QQutab IInstitutional AArea, NNew DDelhi 1110016. 
Fax: ++91-111-226531196, 446038149  ||  EE-mmail: cconferencecell@indiainfrastructure.com


